DCS MP
CO-OP

About initiative:
●

Intention is to connect different EU
based Groups

●

Establish

cooperation

in

organising joint events,

Mission statement:
●
“Maximise fun and flight time for all
members while ensuring that all members
of community contribute equally to
organise, make and execute DCS
multiplayer events.”

Ideal for smaller groups that lean
towards more complex events, but
have hard time recruiting serious
and dedicated members (i.e. to
consolidate

fragmented

DCS

community, while not interfering

MP CO-OP
Campaigns

with their intra-group organisation)
●

Share responsibility in making
events between Groups to reduce
overall

workload

on

mission

makers,

JOIN DISCORD SERVER NOW!
●

Both PvE and PvP events are
acceptable.

Establishing
cooperation
and communication
●

●

similar DCS community members,
share ideas, work together?

First step is to organize “hub” for
sharing

information

between

●

disconnected from rest of DCS

This will be done through Discord

community?

server created for this purpose

Why you should consider
being part of this initiative?
●

Do you prefer events which have
strong planning and briefing done

●

Requirements to participate
●

place in the mission,

participants

that

are

●

plans above basic “go there, kill
that?”

As a pilot you are expected to
debrief the mission,

serious enough to execute mission

●

As a pilot you are expected to join
planning meeting to ensure your

Do you find it difficult to gather
enough

You still want to keep flying with
your original Group?

days before flying?
●

You enjoy being member of your
current Group (clan) but feel

different Groups in simple way
●

Would you like to link-up with

●

As a Group you are expected to
contribute back to community with

Do your events require higher
involvement

from

pilots

events and missions

than

simply joining on time?

If your answers are “YES” on most questions,
join in and bring along your friends.

* If you are joining as a Group, please identify your Group Leader. Group Leaders are assigned
permissions which will allow them to post information about events organised by your Group (clan)

